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SOME IMPLICATIONS FOR PUBLISHING OF ELECTRONIC DOCUMENT STORAGE AND SUPPLY
Maurice B Line
British Library Lending Division
Introduction
In considering the future of electronic document storage and delivery, it is
as easy to present a doomsday scenario as a utopia scenario.

I would not

believe either, partly because it is unreasonable to see anything in terms
of black or white, partly because I do not think the future of publishing
rests entirely with electronics.

Undoubtedly electronic technology will aid

publication in numerous ways, from the input of authors to output to users;
but technology as an aid is very different from technology as a dominant
force.

My own vision is one of a future where there will be a mixture of

more-or-Iess conventional publications produced in large quantities for
public distribution, acquisition and use; publications in hard copy
produced on demand from electronic (or microform) masters held at a centre
or centres; publications sold in -electronic form (or microform) to
libraries for direct use by their users or for printing hard copy on
demand; and publications accessible on-line from libraries or by individual
users, and consulted on a screen or printed out at the receiving end.
are doubtless other possibilities.

There

What proportion of material will be made

available in each form, and what proportion of use will occur in each form,
are questions the answers to which will emerge in the course of time; some
mater ia I will be available in two or more forms.
Partly because this conference is concerned with serials, partly because
the impact of electronic technology on serials is likely to be greater than
on other forms of publication except reference works requiring regular
updating, I shall deal in this paper with serials only, but I must make
two points at the start.

First, the application of electronic technology

to document storage and supply will be gradual and will not have a sudden or
dramatic impact on users, libraries or publishers.

Secondly, gradual though

the application will be, it will undoubtedly increase, and the possible
consequences should be looked at weIl in advance.
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The Opportunities and Limitations of Electronic Technology

There are various possibilities for making texts available from electronic
media.

Prints could be produced at a single centre and transmitted

through themail from there; or there could be several centres.

Material

could be transmitted directly on-line to receiving terminals, and printed
out there.

Electronic media could be sold to libraries or other centres,

whether these represented full serials or 'packages' of articles on
particular subjects culled from a variety of serials; the libraries would
then produce texts on demand from theme dia for their own users.

Because

of the difficulty of controlling the subsequent use of material supplied
to libraries as electronic media, thislast alternative seems likely to
be adopted by publishers only if they charge very high prices for themedia.
One of the main reasons why publishers are so interested in e lectronic
storage and supply is that they can have more control over their products,
and they will surely sacrifice this only on very special conditions.
Digital optical recordings are one means of storing articles.

They are

attractive because they can store graphics and illustrations, so essential
for much literature, especially in biomedicine, but only at a cost, since
digitized pictorial matter requires a great deal of space.

There are

cheaper methods of storage and transmission that do not cater for pictorial
matter, like teletex .

Publishers may have to choose between expensive

but good methods like digital optical recording and cheaper ones that are
either severely limited or require a backup in the form of printed
illustrations; hybrid methods are also possible.
resolve this issue.

Only trial and error will

The trouble with trial and error is that the cycle

sometimes gets stuck at error - in the present cas e , users might find
themselves stuck either with an inferior system, or with a superior
system that they cannot afford.
There are other and wider opportunities with hybrid systems, integrating
words, static pictures, moving pictures and sound.

They also will

doubtless be the subject of experimentation, though their main value is
likely to be for education and entertainment rather than research.
Article vs. Title Acquisition
Serial publishers have been talking about 'the coming crisis' for years, but
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it always seems to be coming and never actually to arrive.

The net number of

serials published is still growing, although the average serial is probably
shrinking in size.

One main reason for this is that publishers, faced with

a relatively declining market, of ten split serials on the grounds that this
will increase their income even though the sales of each new serial are less
than that of the original journal.

Recent data from the USA indicate that

the market until 1980 was nowhere near as poor as was suggested*, but the
situation has grown worse since then, and it may be that the long awaited
crisis now really is imminent.
There is a high concentration of demand on a relatively small number of
serials: fewer than 10% of the 55,000 current serials taken by the
British Library Lending Division receive 75% of demand, and 3% receive
50%2.

High-use serials, even though they are very costly, will probably

continue to be viabIe in their printed form, because most of the libraries
whose institutions have interests in the relevant subject areas will need
to buy them.

However, although these serials do not need to 'go electronic'

it is in general their publishers who can best afford the investment to do
so.

Many serials that receive very little use mayalso be fairly secure

in their conventional form, because they are published by institutions for
prestige purposes, and do not aim to recover most of their costs.

It is

serials in the middle range that could benefit most from electronic
storage and transmission, but they will probably be able to do so only by
hanging on to the coat tails of the big serial publishers.
Although for the next decade at least most serials will continue to be
issued in conventional form, we can expect a gradual trend towards the
supply of single articles, instead of or as weIl as conventional issues
and volumes.

A few journals will be made available only on demand, but an

increasing number are being made available both in conventional form and
on demand, mostly from electronic stores.

Publishers seem to be aiming

at a double market, for full serials and for single articles.

Supply of

* Between 1976 and 1980 85.5% of US scholarly, scientific and technical
(SST) serials either increased or maintained their circulation.

14.5% had

circulation increases of 20% of more, while only 2.4% decreased in
circulation by this amount.

In the same period the mean gross sales

revenue of US SST serials increased by 68% in constant dollarsI .
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articles will be mainly on demand from microfilm or electronic stores, and
mayor may not be accompanied by published synopsis journaIs.

The

attractions of on-demand provision of articles are obvious : they save the
publisher's storage costs, they keep all articles in print, they avoid the
risk of over-production, and they attract the market for single articles at
a time when the market for full serials is declining.
3
There must be a high concentration of demand on articles within serials ,4;
this is probably not as great as the concentration on serial titles, but
possibly one or two per cent of all articles account for half of all demand.
This means that libraries, by buying serials as packages of articles, are
spending money on acquiring, binding and storing numerous articles that are
never used.

The ability to obtain good prints of artieles on demand could

tempt librarians to build up optimal collections of articles rather than
of serials.

These articles would be kept by the library, not passed to

users as photocopies are at present.

In this case, the obtaining of

documents would not be interlibrary borrowing but a form of acquisition.
How tempting the alternative of article rather than title purchase will be
depends partlyon the pricing of articl e s acquired on demand.

Too high a

price would favour purchase of full serials where they existed, and where
they did not exist it could discourage use, except by relatively wealthy
sectors like the pharmaceutical industry.

On the other hand, too low a

price could kill off the conventional serial.

If, as is still the case

with secondary services, the printed version is subsidizing on-line
access, its demi se would result in a rocketing of the price for on-line
access.

I really doubt whether the market can sustain dual publication

for long.

Publishers have several options : to pri c e on-line access high

and see what happens; to use variabIe pricing for different markets or
different subject areas; or to price low in order to attract demand until
costs come down - or until the market has been captured and they can put
up prices.
Libraries could act merely as intermediaries and pass articles acquired
on demand to the users for retention.

Will they be tempted, or possibly

forced by hard economics, to charge users, or their departments, the full
costs of obtaining these articles?

In such a case, will users be tempted

to leave out the library altogether, and pay the supplier direct?

This

risk certainly exists, but while individuals may use articles on-line for
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scanning purposes and deciding what they do not want to read in full text,
for actually reading articles they will probably want not only a hard copy,
but a decent hard copy.

A decent hard copy will be possible only with high

quality printers, which will certainly not be available in every department,
let alone on every desk.
actually accept.

However, we do not really know what users would

They have several choices: of reading on-line; of quick

and dirty prints, produced at their local terminal; of slightly slower but
better prints, produced at a library terminal; or of rather slower but very
high quality prints, produced by a central supplier.

If users are to buy

direct, the prices (and presumably the costs) must be reasonable if there
are to be many sales.
Some risks to publishers in selling electronic media to libraries have
been mentioned.

The risks do not end here, because even if publishers or

intermediary suppliers held on to themedia and transmitted text on demand
it would not be difficult to transfer text into a local computer store for
subsequent use, nor would it be difficult to make a print at a receiving
terminal and photocopy it for subsequent distribution.

The higher the

prices publishers charge, and the more restrictions they place on use, the
greater the danger of piracy.
Another possibility is that articles th at receive little use may become
unavailable because their low use (possibly their non-use) will be exposed.
Publishers may not be willing to continue to hold in their stores material
that no-one wants to use.

Worse, they may be tempted to use market rather

than quality criteria in deciding whether to accept articles in the first
place, in the same way as they do with books, although guessing the likely
readership would be even more difficult.

At present, the quantity of low-

use articles published is largely concealed, because they are bought as part
of a total package, but such concealment will no longer be possible with
on-demand supply.

The system to date has favoured the author; an on-demand

system would be biased towards the user.

If low-use articles are published

at all, different systems could develop, an easily accessible store for
high-use articles, controlled by the commercial sector, and a 'dump' or
dumps for low-use material.

Storage of low-use articles in local files

would be a poor option, because there would be little or no quality
control, and a sort of union list of contents of local files would need to
be compiled.

National files present a better alternative.

Quality could

be controlled by voluntary referees, indexing and searching would be
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fairly straightforward, and the cost might be borne by the scientific
community as a service to themselves, or financed by contributors who
would pay for input and users who would pay for access, though this could
penalize poorer authors and users.

Publishers may accept that they will be handling fewer articles than they
do at present as and when electronic storage and access assume more
prominence.

They may even accept that some of their present market,

especially for conventional serials, will be eroded.

Their response might

be that any losses will be more than compensated by a much greater market
for single articles than they reach directly at present, even if they do
not partly cut out libraries in reaching this market.

This argument rests

on the belief that the far better and faster bibliographic control th at
has been such a feature of the last two or three decades needs only to be
accompanied by equally good and fast access to documents to generate a
huge new demand
assumption

5

Certainly, if one makes calculations on the

of, say, a tenfold increase in demand, the economics look

quite good - and some estimates are much more extravagant than this.
There is no doubt that improved systems generate demand - witness the
great growth of interlibrary loan demand in the UK between 1961, when the
National Lending Library for Science and Technology came into operation,
and 1980, although even this was only a fourfold increase.

However, it

must be very doubtful whether any improvements produced by electronic
technology will be significant enough to cause another such growth,
except perhaps in countries where the present system of document supply
is so poor that demand has been seriously constrained.

It should also be

noted that on-line searching, which might be supposed to generate increases
in demand for documents, accounts for only a small minority of demand at
present; in the case of the British Library Lending Division this is
.
6
about one-seventh or one-elghth of all requests , a figure supported by a
recent study at Sheffield University7 and by a German study carried out in
8
1979 . High charges for electronic delivery could actually reduce the
present demand.
Attracting Input to an Electronic System
Authors are used to seeing their work in print - of ten the only visible
product of months or years of research.

Many of them also want, or need,

to provide lists of their publications to their present or potential
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employers. Synopsis journals have already run up against au thor resistance,
even though synopses are visible.

Will an article available only

electronically, and hence visible only on demand, be recognized as
equivalent to a printed article?

How can the author be sure his work will

be preserved, intact, for future generations?

Dual publication presents

no problem, but solely electronic publication does, and publishers could
find themselves very short of material for an electronic system, especially
if market criteria are used and authors find they cannot get articles
accepted into an electronic store that would have been accepted for a
conventional printed serial.

Bibliographic Visibility

Another problem for publishers as well as users and authors is the
bibliographic control of electronic material, since demands for documents
may never be made unless references to them are easily available.

How to

refer to electronically stored articles is part of the problem, though if
they all form part of 'packages' on the lines of existing serials
citation should not be too difficult.

Their textual stability is another

problem, since they may undergo modification and addition.
which version is reference being made?

To precisely

Will the date (month and year) of

the latest revision as well as of the original text need to be given?
It might be supposed that in an on-line world references would simply be
retrieved on-line, and that therefore control would present no diffj.culties.
This may be so in the future, but at present many more references appear
to be identified from printed abstracting and indexing services and from
citations in other works than from computerized bibliographic searches.
Traditional Publishers vs. Newcomers to Electronic Publishing

One inevitable effect of electronic technology will be a growing involvement
of the private sector in information handling.

Most libraries other than

small ones in most countries are supported, directly or indirectly, from
public funds, and over the years a balance between library and non-library
sectors, between the public and private sectors, has been reached.

In

general, the private sector produces recorded information and the public
sector buys it in order to make it available to the individual consumer.
It is in fact more complex than this, because much of the information
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provided to the private sector - the publisher - has been produced at public
expense (government research grants etc).

Without free input and the library

market the publishers of scholarly and scientific serials could not survive.
This suggests that the balance should be disturbed only af ter the most
careful consideration of the possible consequences.

Nevertheless, the balance is being disturbed, as aresuit ofattempts by
publishers to prevent 'free' photocopying by libraries and to use
electronic technology to help to achieve this.

The investment required

for electronic technology is however very large, and it can be afforded
much more easily by big firms with some existing involvement in the
appropriate technology.

There are already signs that some firms with no

previous publishing experience but with capital and the willingness to
risk it are going into this area.
and rather alarming.

The consequences could be extensive,

The concern that most publishers have shown for the

value of recorded knowledge might be sacrificed to purely commercial
considerations - as a direct or indirect result of their efforts to
reduce public sector involvement in document access or to recover more
money from the public sector.

Once taken over, the publishing industry

could be eroded or changed beyond recognition, and salvage could become
impossible.
Commercial Intermediaries
Publishers will almost certainly want an intermediary in supplying serial
articles on demand.

It is almost impossible to envisage direct supply from

all publishers to all consumers, and there will undoubtedly be some
equivalent of the data-base operators in secondary services.

However, the

intermediary role could spread much further than this, and indeed this is
already happening.

Some organizations, like the Institute for Scientific

Information and Chemical Abstracts Services, are involved in document
supply not as a prime function but largely to encourage use of their main
services.

More significantly, especially in the United States,

information brokers are proliferating.

In the belief that there is money

in information, more and more people, of ten individuals, are going into the
information supply market, undertaking anything from bibliographic
searching to the supply of documents.

It looks in fact as if there will be

information wholesalers in the form of data-base operators, and information
retailers in the form of brokers, both firmly in the commercial sector.
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Many libraries have an important role at present as intermediate suppliers,
whether they are large research libraries that inevitably receive a large
volume of interlibrary demand or dedicated facilities like the British
Library Lending Division.
and public sectors.

Here again there may be a clash between private

If a central facility were privatized, it would be

uneconomic for it to handle any but medium- or high-use journais, and the
remainder would have to be sought from other libraries or become
unobtainable.
Storage for Future Generations

Libraries have hitherto carried out one very important function that
publishers do not and could not perform, for economic and practical
reasons - the storage and preservation of material that it is uneconomic
to keep in print.

This function is particularly important for the

publications of the country as a permanent part of the national heritage.
Electronic publishing could change this, first by making it possible in
theory to keep material permanently in print, secondly by the refusal of
publishers to sell electronic masters to libraries, and thirdly by the
ready ability to amend, update and delete electronic masters, which could
affect the whole concept of an archival store.

It is hard to see publishers

willingly accepting the responsibility for permanent storage and supply,
especially in view of the volatile nature of some electronic storage mediaj
and even if they did, no publisher is guaranteed eternal life.
applies to data base operators.

The same

The problem could be solved if publishers

passed their data bases af ter a certain period to libraries, whether free,
for areasonabie one-off payment, or with the requirement to pay fees for
each subsequent usej since they would in fact be shifting an unwanted and
uneconomic responsibility on to libraries, transfer should either be free
or involve a single moderate payment.

This might not always be adequate

to ensure transfer of masters from a publisher whose business suddenly
collapsed, and it would be better if masters were deposited in national
or other specially designated libraries immediately they were produced,
with restrictions on their use for a stated period.

This would also ensure

th at the original unamended version was retained, though it would not do the
same for the final version.

At all events, this is a problem for publishers

as weIl as libraries: electronic publishing involves responsibilities as
weIl as opportunities.

This is yet another area where public and private

sectors must both be involved.
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Articles vs. Knowledge Segments

In this paper I have hitherto assumed that the serial articles with which we
are all familiar will remain a normal vehicle of scholarly and scientific
communication.

However, we should remember that they are a product of print

technology, and have become more or less standardized to fit a system of
printed serials.

They should be neither too short nor too long; and in

fact the great majority of scientific and technical articles occupy between
six and twelve pages, whether their content is smallor substantial,
trivialor important.

An electronic system, besides favouring brevity

(because of the limitations imposed by reading a screen), would remove the
constraints that have led to this standardization.

There is no reason why

an article dealing with one small topic should not occupy one pageequivalent, or why one that deals with three or four should not be broken
up into three or four contributions.

Such fragmentation of articles into

'knowledge segments' would make reading less pleasant but retrieval of
facts and findings much easier.
many books.

The same fragmentation could be applied to

Changes in publishing methods could lead to changes in

writing and reading methods, which in turn could lead to further changes in
publishing.

The forces of conservatism are strong, but changes of some

kind will certainly occur.

We should try and foresee them and influence

them as best we can, rather than lament the appearance of undesirable
changes when they have already occurred

9,10

.

Concluding Observations
Information is being seen more and more as an economic commodity, with every
use being paid for and every cost being recovered by the producer or
supplier; and electronic storage and transmission make this much easier
to achieve.

Logically, the originator of the information should be repaid

by the publisher; and since originators are more or less the same people
as consumers they (or the bodies that fund them) should at least pay no
more than they receive in total.

If this happened, the whole process of

publication and transmission could rapidly become uneconomic unless all
information were transmitted through libraries, which would have to pay
charges that were high enough to keep the system going.

They could

hardly afford to do this without substantial additional money.

Since this

could only come from public funds, there would not in the end be a market
economy.
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It is easy to reduce an apparently logical position to absurdity, but it
does seem to me that some seemingly rational statements of publishers and
others in the private information sector contain inherent absurdities and
contradictions.

If they want a fully economic system, they should under-

stand wh at this implies and realize that a fully economic system could ruin
them as well as damaging libraries and users.

If however they will accept

that the whole structure of the publication and dissemination of scientific
and scholarly information depends on maintaining a balance between public
and private sectors - maybe a slightly different balance from the present
one, but a balance all the same - it should be possible to reach some
accommodation acceptable to all parties.

Because of the danger that

traditional publishers may gradually lose control to others, it must be in
the interests of publishers and libraries to work together to a common end;
this requires open minds on both sides, a willingness to work on facts
rather than prejudices, and foresight as to the possible results of
different lines of action.
In spite of optimistic prophecies, the economics of electronic document
storage and delivery are still very uncertain, and are likely to remain so
for some time.

There will certainly be no economic miracles, though there

could be some economic disasters as a result of excessive, misapplied or
too early investment.

There could also be other kinds of disaster.

Publishers could in due course be handling a good deal fewer documents
than they do now: their more marketable products may be taken over by
larger concerns and their less marketable products become uncommercial.
They have delicate and difficult decisions to make on what to accept into
an electronic system, what to charge, and in what form or forms to make
documents available - in particular, whether there is a double market for
printed journals and on-demand supply and access.

They will have to

consider how they will view commercial intermediaries, not only in
themselves but in relation to public sector intermediaries; and whether
they should aim to serve users through libraries or direct.

Smaller

publishers will be under pressure to link or merge with other smaller
publishers or with big ones, thus losing some, much or all of their
independence.

Mistakes will be made.

A major concern of librarians must

be the effect that the increasing use of economic criteria may have on the
availability of documents: success in commercial terms could spell disaster
for the availability we have all come to take for granted.
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